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the positive long-range correlations in ({{{{{boldsymbol{{upsilon }}}}}}}_{{{infty }}}) are due to stochastic dominance of major alleles at the causal loci, the effect
of which is to boost the additive genetic variance. in addition, the data suggest, but do not prove, that the correlations in ({{{{{boldsymbol{{upsilon }}}}}}}_{{{infty

}}}) are due to a large number of loci (each with a small effect) as opposed to a small number of loci (each with a large effect). the latter pattern would be a
consequence of polygenic architecture and/or epistasis. in either case, we see strong evidence that the causal variants that drive the positive long-range correlations in

({{{{{boldsymbol{{upsilon }}}}}}}_{{{infty }}}) are the same ones that drive positive correlations among causal variants in the residual covariance matrix (i.e.,
({{{{{boldsymbol{{upsilon }}}}}}}_{{{infty }}})-( {{{{{boldsymbol{{upsilon }}}}}}}_{{{infty }}})'). as mentioned previously, we calculated heritability (h{sub

2}) from estimates of additive variance (v{sub a}) and additive genetic variance (v{sub a}) plus variance attributable to non-shared environmental effects (v{sub {es}})
by performing a random regression model, as described in ref. 54 . for each of the three metabolites, we tested two statistical models: a linear model where the

phenotype was regressed on the number of copies of the minor allele (additive model), and a logistic model where the phenotype was regressed on the number of minor
alleles (additive logistic model). the additive logistic model was chosen because this model is more powerful in situations where few individuals have the rare allele, as is

the case with these metabolites. we estimated h{sub 2} from each of these models. the linear model includes a significant additive genetic effect (h{sub 2}=0.21,
p=0.019) for l-histidine levels, a significant additive genetic effect (h{sub 2}=0.46, p=0.0002) for glutamic acid levels, and no significant additive genetic effect (h{sub
2}=0.05, p=0.46) for phenylalanine levels (supplementary fig. s3). in the logistic model, we found no significant additive genetic effect (h{sub 2}=0.09, p=0.19) for l-

histidine levels, a significant additive genetic effect (h{sub 2}=0.13, p=0.036) for glutamic acid levels, and a significant additive genetic effect (h{sub 2}=0.27,
p=0.001) for phenylalanine levels.
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the s.c. a.r.e. lab model is a simple path-breaking metric for clinical data, specifically to answer the question: “does the concentration of a compound measured over time
(treatment) vary across individuals?” in response to this question, the s. lab model computes the weighted average of the metabolite profiles for a given individual over

time ( sum _{t=1}^{t}weight(i)tangle(i,t) ), called the scare (shown in the left panels in this study). if the mean of the time profile for a given individual is not
significantly different from zero (shown by a red vertical line), then the individual is classified as being affected by the treatment (shown by a purple box). in contrast, if
the mean of the time profile is significantly elevated over zero (blue line shown in the right panels) then the individual is classified as being unaffected by the treatment.

the scare can be thought of as a measure of how much the concentration of a metabolite is affected by a given treatment. we then applied an approach similar to the
agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm to group our data. initially, the tangle vector is the individual profiles over time in each of the categories. this analysis is
performed using car, c, and the rest. to contrast, the rest is based on the observed time profiles (which includes covariates, age and health status for controls). it can be
thought of as performing a "divide and conquer" clustering algorithm based on a likelihood function. also, in this work the model is conditioned on the covariates (shown

in panels 5), 6, and 7) 5ec8ef588b
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